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This article aims at presenting works ongoing on UI composition, in particular with respect to UsiXML [27]. The
UsiXML language is XML-compliant language so the UI
elements can be structured according to tree structure. The
first section of introduction presents the tree algebra which
is used to handle the model. The second section aims at
giving the major principles of UsiXML which are useful to
understand the paper. Then, the first part introduces the
composition operators and algorithms which had proposed
to compose user interfaces. These operators were initially
proposed to be used on graphical user interfaces [20], modeled with UsiXML. Nevertheless, we can see in second part
they can be used relatively to higher abstraction levels, i.e.
abstract user interface and task level. Algorithms proposed
specifically to the concrete graphical user interface are
generalizable to the set of models proposed by UsiXML
[27], but could be also applied to equivalent User Interface
Description Languages (UIDLs) [12]. The last section
shows how composition operators support UI adaptation
according the 7 dimensions introduced in the UsiXML.

ACM Classification Keywords

Tree-algebra based UI Composition

D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques – User interfaces. H.5.2 [Information Interfaces
and Presentation]: User Interfaces – Graphical user interfaces.

Since the UI is represented in UsiXML terms and since it is
a XML-compliant language, operations could be defined
thanks to tree algebra. The composition operations could be
logically defined on the XML tree and directly performed.
Jagadish et al. define a data model [15]. A data tree is a
rooted, ordered tree, such that each node carries data (its
label) in the form of a set of attribute-value pairs. Each
node has a special, single valued attribute called tag whose
value indicates the type of element. A node may have a
content attribute representing its atomic value. Each node
has a virtual attribute called pedigree drawn from an ordered domain. The pedigree carries the history of “where it
came from”. Pedigree plays a central role in grouping, sorting and duplicate elimination. They define a pattern tree as
a pair P = (T, F), where T = (V,E) is a node-labelled and
edge-labelled tree such that:

ABSTRACT

This paper presents novel ongoing works on user interfaces
composition. These works have emerged with the problematic of component software composition transposed to the
Human-Computer Interaction domain. Some software architectures indeed allow components assembling at the final design step. Our work, based on UsiXML, aims at proposing a composition/decomposition of user interfaces.
These works begin with the concrete level of UsiXML dedicated to the graphical modality and continue with higher
abstraction levels. This article provides a positioning of the
proposal related to composition compared to the seven dimensions related to the "μ7" concept of UsiXML project.
Author Keywords

Composition, decomposition, interactive component, user
interface adaptation, user interface extensible markup language, "μ7" concept.
General Terms

INTRODUCTION

The issue of software component reuse has given a new issue in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) on the User Interface (UI) Composition [2,6,10,11,18]. If we take as hypothesis that a software component can be associated with
interactive(s) component, then the composition of user interface components emerges. Many different terms have
been used to refer to this problem, such as fusion [2],
transparent composition [10], composable UIs [22], component-based adaptation [11], or pattern-based merging [7].
It is also interesting to note that UI compositions has been
addressed at different levels of abstraction, ranging from
code level [22], components [6,11], concrete UI [20], abstract UI [23], and task [1,3]. Different UI types have also
been considered such as: web UI [1], cross-platform applications [2], web services [5,8,9], context-aware systems
[13], tangible UIs [16,17], decision-support systems [18],
and multimodal UIs [19]. Many different techniques have
been used [7,8,32,33].

 Each node in V has a distinct integer as its label ($i).
 Each edge is either labelled pc (for parent-child) or ad
(for ancestor-descendant).
 F is a formula, i.e. a Boolean combination of predicates
applicable to nodes.
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This pattern is used to define a database and to define the
predicate used in the operations. As the initial notation is
specific to the database, we had proposed a variant which is
adapted to documents specific to interface. Indeed, in the
HCI case, the most important is the structure and not the
content. For example, it is more important to know that the
window has a box as subitem than that the window has a
height equal to 300. So the attributes are stored with the
tag. A node is a tag with these attributes and their content.
The pattern tree keeps coherent with the variant definition.
Another point specific to the database is that the data are in
several data trees so the operators use a collection of data
trees in input and output. In the HCI case, the input is one
(for the unary operators) or two (for the binary operators)
XML documents so one or two data trees.

content

Figure 2. The four abstraction levels used in the
Cameleon Reference Framework (CRF) [4].
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<cuiModel id="Client_registration-cui_31" name="Client_registration-cui">
<window id="window_component_0" name="window_component_0"
defaultContent=« Nouveau client"
width="500" height="350">
<box id="box_0" name="box_0" type="vertical">
<outputText id="output_text_component_2"
name="output_text_component_2"
defaultContent=« Fiche Client"
isVisible="true" isEnabled="true"
isBold="true" textColor="#000000"/>
<box id="box_1" name="box_1" type="horizontal">
<outputText id="output_text_component_2"
name="output_text_component_2«
defaultContent=« Fiche Client"
isVisible="true" isEnabled="true"
isBold="true" textColor="#000000"/>
…
</window>
</cuiModel>

guments two interfaces. A global view of these operators is
presented in Fig. 3. The operators are presented in this part
as well as several algorithms. They are illustrated with examples in the following part and according "μ7" concept of
UsiXML project in the last part.

Normal union

UsiXML framework

UsiXML is structured according to the four abstraction
levels of the ‘CAMELEON reference framework’ [4] for
multi-target UIs (Fig. 2). A Final User Interface (FUI) refers to an actual UI rendered either by interpretation (e.g.,
HTML) or by code compilation (e.g., Java). A Concrete
User Interface (CUI) abstracts a FUI into a description independent of any programming or markup language in
terms of Concrete Interaction Objects, layout, navigation
[28], and behavior [29,30]. An Abstract User Interface
(AUI) abstracts a CUI into a definition that is independent
of any interaction modality (such as graphical, vocal or tactile). An AUI is populated by abstract components and abstract containers. Abstract components are composed of
facets describing the type of interactive tasks they are able
to support (i.e., input, output, control, navigation). The
Tasks & Concepts level describes the interactive system
specifications in terms of the user tasks to be carried out
and the domain objects.
COMPOSITION/DECOMPOSITION OPERATORS

Several operators have been proposed [20]. They are distributed in two parts, the unitary operators which act on a
single interface and the binary operators which take as ar- 142 -

Unique union
Intersection

Figure 3. The set of composition operators.
Unary operators

In this part, all the operators are unary. The inputs are a
tree T1 and an item or a set of items defined by a pattern
tree. The output is a tree.
Selection operator ((T1, P))

The selection operation applies on a tree and on a set of
items defined by a pattern tree. The output tree contains the
set of items corresponding to the pattern tree in input which
exist in the tree T1. The items are individual components,
as leaf nodes. The output tree has the same structure (layout) as the input tree T1. The algorithm is provided in [20].
Complementary operator

The Complementary operation applies on a tree and on a
set of items defined by a pattern tree. The output tree is the
input tree minus the set of items corresponding to the pattern tree. The algorithm for CUI model is presented in Figure 4.

Cut operator

The Cut operation applies on a tree and on an item. The
output tree is the input tree minus the item (I). If the item
(I) is not a leaf, all the items of the sub tree (I) are deleted.
Projection operator ((T1, P))

The Projection operation applies on a tree and on an item.
The output is the sub-tree defined from the item. The objective of this operator is not to provide an interface but rather to select a logical set of items. Thus, this operator can
be used to capitalize a pattern from an existing interface.

trees (not the structure) [20]. This distance informs about
the similarity between two strings through an evaluation of
the minimal number of char operations (deletion, insertion
or replacement) to transform a string into another one. In
this evaluation - as in the detection of common parts - we
suppose the semantic alignment of the user interfaces.
Equivalence operator (T1 ≈ T2)

The Equivalence operation allows knowing whether two
trees are equivalent. Two interfaces are said to be equivalent if they are 100% similar.
Left (resp. right) difference operator (T1 / (T1∩T2)

The output tree of the Left (resp. right) operation is composed of the content of T1 (resp. T2) minus the redundant
items between T1 and T2.
Fusion operator (T1+T2= (T1 U T2) U (T1∩T2))

The output tree of the Fusion operation is composed of the
contents of both T1 and T2; the redundant items are placed
twice. At the CUI level, particularly with the graphical modality, the order of the input argument is essential as the
operation is not commutative. Furthermore, it is possible to
precise whether the fusion (resp. Normal Union and
Unique union) has to be horizontal or vertical. Such a parameter allows structuring the T3 output [20].
Normal union operator (T1 U T2)

The output tree of the Normal Union operation is composed of all contents of T1 and T2 but, contrarily to the Fusion operator, the redundant items are placed only once. An
illustration of this operator with a horizontal parameter is
shown in Fig. 5 and its tree representation in Fig. 6.
Unique union operator ((T1 U T2)/(T1∩T2))

The output tree of the Unique Union operation is composed
of contents of T1 and T2. In this union, the redundant items
are deleted.
Intersection operator (T1∩T2)

The output tree of the Intersection operation is composed
of the items contained in both T1 and T2; the nonredundant items are deleted. The algorithm proposed to the
CUI level is presented in Fig. 7.

U
horizontal

Figure 4. Complementary algorithm proposed to tree
algebra for UI.
Binary Operators

=

In this part, all the operators are binary. They apply on a
pair of trees T1 and T2. The Similarity and Equivalence
operators provide a Boolean whereas the other operators
provide a tree T3.
Similarity operator (T1 ~ T2)

The Similarity operation allows checking whether the two
input trees are similar. A distance criterion is computed using the Levenshtein distance from the contents of the two
- 143 -

Figure 5. Normal Union operator applied on two UIs.

operators. The second use case is at run time. It is integrated in the reuse issue which has introduced the component
idea. The first issue in this domain is the composition of the
components. If we consider the business component as a
component with UIs, one issue in the domain of HCI is to
compose the user interfaces of several business components. If we consider that the user interfaces are specified
with UsiXML, the Union operator is particularly interesting
for such composition of business components. Illustrations
of operators are given for example in the domain of tourism. In this domain, it frequently happens that some parts
of the same information should be reproduced in different
UI for different events (e.g., hotel information, tourist trip
including hotel booking, booking a hotel, etc.).
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Figure 6. Normal Union operator – representation of
result by tree.

Fig. 9 (a) reproduces a screenshot of the preview in Java
(obtained by Java automated code generation) of a Concrete User Interface created with the GraphiXML editor.
Fig. 9 (b) reproduces another UI for an event management
application. The two UIs only differ from a few fields, here
the event dates (Fig. 9-T1) and the comment (Fig. 9-T2).
The Selection is used on the tourist application UI with a
set of elements as input to give a UI subset (Fig. 9(a)).
Likewise, the Projection operator is used to extract a set of
items according to their type (i.e., structure). Given as an
example, the Fig. 9 (b) shows the result of the Projection
operator on the tourist application with two parameters:
outputText and button. The preview is in French.

Figure 7. Intersection on a tree algebra for CUI.
OPERATORS APPLIED ON USIXML LAYERS

This part is composed of three sections corresponding to
the CUI layer, the AUI layer and the Task model layer. In
each section, an illustration of some operators use is given.
Illustrations of operators use on a concrete UI

The above operators have been directly implemented in
ComposiXML [20], a plug-in of GrafiXML, a graphical interface builder that automatically generates UsiXML specifications (Fig. 8) as opposed to final code for other builders. As they are an open source project regulated by
Apache 2.0 open licence and available on SourceForge,
they can be downloaded from http://www.usixml.org.
GrafiXML is able to automatically generate code of a UI
specified in UsiXML into (X)HTML or Java. For the purpose of the examples below, we will rely on the Java automated code generation.

Figure 8. User Interface of ComposiXML.
This part presents some illustrations of operators used at
design time with ComposiXML. For example, they can be
used by designers to create UIs which are developed for
one or several applications within the same company, with
the constraint of a corporate style guide. The designers can
reuse some of the elements of the user interfaces thanks to
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Therefore, if we want to identify the common part of these
two UIs, the Intersection operator performs the operation as
defined previously to identify common parts of both trees
and then rebuilds a new tree with the identified elements.
This operator re-generates new UsiXML specifications.
This intersection is reproduced in Fig. 9(c).
Note in Fig. 9 (c) that the designer did not have anything to
do: all common elements were identified, a new layout was
produced so as to mimic the initial one and all objects have
been laid out and aligned to preserve the initial constraints.
Illustrations of operators use on abstract user interface

The AUI level allows specifying user interfaces without to
know neither the modality nor the platform. It can be developed with a tool provided by UsiXML project named
IdealXML. A representation of the task “order a pizza” is
given in Fig. 10 (a) and its corresponding UsiXML in Fig.
10 (b). We notice that abstractIndividualComponent as
“Choose quantity” is placed in an abstractContainer corresponding by “Choose a pizza”. The structure of user interface composed by container, component and relation between elements is here again respected by this model.
Therefore, the operators, as at the CUI level, can be applied
using tree algebra. The tree corresponding to the specification view of Fig. 10 (a,b) is in Fig. 10 (c) [18]. An example
of operators using at this level is shown in the following
part, in the section dealing with the multi-modality [19].

Illustrations of operators used on task tree

The operators applying on task level are similar to other
levels because the UsiXML language provides a XML
structure and the structure of UI follows also the set theory.
However, the operators have to be adapted to take into account the relationship between tasks in the cases of fusion
and Unions. Given as an example, Fig. 10 provides an illustration of the Union operator use on task trees.
Conclusion on the (de)composition operators

In this part, illustrations of operators used were given at
each abstraction level according to the adaptation needs.
Some works are not again completely and must be extended in the future but the illustrations give an idea of the interests to use operators to adapt and the possibility of using
them at each abstraction level. The illustrations are given to
describe the use of one or several operators on each level.
In the following part, the adaptation needs and the use of
associated operators are illustrated according to the 7 dimensions referred by UsiXML.
COMPOSE TO SUPPORT THE 7 DIMENSIONS

This part aims at illustrating the use of (de)composition operators to adapt the user interfaces according to the 7 dimensions: Multi-device Usage, Multi-User interface, Multilinguality, Multi- organization, Multi-context usage, MultiModality usage, Multi-platform Usage.
Multi-device Usage

The simultaneous use of several devices sharing a same user interface implies the need to create FUI for each device.

T2 = event management application UI

T1 = touristic application UI

(a) Selection (T1,
set of elements)

They are noted FUI’1 to n in Figure 11. The devices can
possibly be distributed. In order to transform the initial user
interface (i.e. source) into several UI parts, duplication or a
new composition of UI parts are necessary. In order to decompose UI or to extract several components to be reused
on other devices, the unary operators such as Selection or
Projection are well suited. These operators can be applied
at the CUI level (Figure 11). The decomposition may be
use the task model in order to choose the part to extract/duplicate etc. At the end of this first step, le CUI’ 1 to
n are defined following each device. If the interface of one
device must integrate elements provided by several services, then the Fusion or Union operators will be appropriated. For instance, Figure 11 illustrates the examples of a
user who may control a music player running on a media
center using a remote control on a handheld device, perhaps coupled with a Wii for volume control. This example
is composed of three tasks: the Music controller task, the
Sound player task and the volume controller task and Three
devices: the media center which is used to realize the Music controller task and the Sound player task. The handheld
device to make a remote control (sound controller and Music controller) and the Wii for the volume control. The
source CUI is an existing UI dedicated to the Music Player
task. Elements are extracted are distributed to the several
devices described. We have used the CUI level to use operators because it is sufficient to this dimension but they
could be also applied at the AUI level or at the task level if
the UI repartition corresponds to the task(s).

(b) Projection (T1,
{outputText, Button})

(c) Intersection (T1, T2)

Figure 9. Illustrations of operators on CUI models.
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(a) Graphical representation developed with IdealXML

Figure 11. Definition of operators for Multi-device
Usage.
Multi-User interface

Following this dimension, two adaptation propositions are
possible. If the shared interface is co-localized, the users
can simultaneously interact on one interface (for example a
tactile multi-touch interface or tangible objects used [16]).
In this case, it seems not necessary to adapt the interface by
composition even if it should be adapted to the user (profiles, preferences, etc.). But, the problem is different if a
user arrives in the collective work situation (or leaves it):
the user needs a work space, with personal data and/or
functions, and in a case of an interactive table for instance,
the multi-user interface has to be adapted again, using
composition/decomposition operators [17]. If the shared interface is distant, each user has a duplicate of this interface.
In this case, duplication has to be carried out. The duplication operator is not proposed in this article (it can be
viewed in [20] with application on a complete UI tree) but
the Projection operator with the root node item as input allows to duplicate the whole arborescence. If a part only of
UI must be duplicated, the input item of the Projection operator will be the item of the output root node. In parallel,
the problem of the user rights or roles has also to be carefully considered. For instance in a brainwriting [14] session
at a distance, the UI of the brainwriting moderator will be
composed differently as the UI of the other participants.

(b) UsiXML specification given by IdealXML

Multi-linguality

(c) Representation of the AUI model by tree
Figure 10. Three representations of the AUI model, developed with IdealXML, concerning a pizza order.
The tasks trees in the illustrations are created with the
CTTE tool (http://giove.isti.cnr.it/tools/ctte/) [26]. Incidentally, they proposed to use CTT in order to adapt the UI
following the device in [26]. Note that [7] propose composition-oriented user interface design patterns (CUIDP) with
the same goal to reuse the UI knowledge. This work is also
based on model-driven architecture and is based on UMLi
to specify the UI.
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Language is defined here as spoken language (not programming language). Several languages should not be used
simultaneously within a same interface. Thus in many cases
it seems not necessary to compose several parts of user interfaces. Nevertheless, if two similar interfaces are modeled
at the CUI level (or higher) with specifications given for
one (or more) language and another interface modeled with
others languages, it can be possible to compose these interfaces to obtain one interface modeled for all these languages. Then, the UsiXML structure allows generating the
final user interface in the selected language. But is it also
important to consider translation considerations leading to
necessities about composition/decomposition due to sociocultural aspects (i.e. problems of designing UI for international use [20]): from a UI using a source language which

is read from left to right (and downwards; for instance,
English), the problem is not trivial if the target UI has to
use a language which is read from right to left (and downwards; for instance, Arabic), or upwards (for instance, Chinese). Indeed in several cases the different zones of the UI
have to be composed differently.

generate evolutions at each abstraction level. For example,
a lighting change acts on the luminosity of the device (FUI)
whereas the background noise change acts (or not) on the
choice of the vocal modality. A modification of the user
work brings modification of tasks and/or on the tasks planning.

Multi-organization

Multi-Modality usage

According to this dimension, the organization and task notions are essential. A task may be common to several organizations. The shared task must be associated to one interface. The Intersection operator allows detecting the
common tasks whereas the Normal Union operator allows
merging the two tasks without repetition of common parts
(Fig. 12). These operators may be used at the task level of
the UsiXML architecture [22]. We can note that Bihler et
al. [2] implemented cross-application dynamic UI fusion in
order to realize a task on a platform with a restricted graphical space. It is also important to recall that several organization models exist and are described in the literature (for
instance in social sciences or multi-agent system domain)
and lead to very different work methods. If several types of
organizations are concerned, the composition/decomposition process may have to follow adapted rules or principles. An important research work has to be done on this
subject.

The AUI layer allows specifying the UI independently of
the modality (i.e., vocal, graphical, multimodal). According
to needs brought by context change, a UI composition at
this level (or at a higher level) allows merging interfaces
which will be concretized by different modality in the lower level. For example, a food order can be realized with
several modalities. Some tasks can be vocal in the case of
phoning order or graphical in the case of an Internet connected device (ubiquitous or not) [19]. In this example, the
Normal Union operator is used merging two applications
existing partly. On one hand, in the application « order a
pizza » which is illustrated above Fig. 10, the sub-task
“Choose a pizza” is multimodal (see CUI model and FUI
(XHTML+VoiceXML) in Fig. 13). On the other hand, the
“Chinese food order” application is only graphically developed. The normal Union of these two applications gives a
result which can be multimodal. The Normal Union avoids
to repeat the sub-task “delivering address” which is common to the two applications (Fig. 14).

Figure 12.Normal Union operator for Multi-organization.
Multi-context usage

This dimension is integrated to UsiXML architecture since
the structure with 4 levels and the transformation following
the context change allow adapting user interfaces, whatever
the abstraction level (Figure ). A development methodology based on patterns, business component and learning,
proposed in [13], is complementary to this architecture to
generate and adapt the user interfaces according to the context evolution [13]. Another work focuses on the integration of the task model in the business component in order
to compose complete application and to facilitate the coevolution of the system [3]. A context modification can
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Figure 14. Normal Union (AUI (order a pizza), AUI (Order Chinese food))
Multi-platform Usage

The multi-device usage dimension often integrates the multi-platform dimension. So this part focuses on the adaptation of user interfaces centered on the platform only (not on
the device). An example of multi-platform language is the
java language. It can be executed on several platforms
without changing model or implements. This dimension
aims at doing the same from the user interfaces point of
view. The UsiXML project allows for example to generate
code from CUI model to FUI model. For example,
GraphiXML (a graphical editor) allows generating java or
XHTML code. In this case, we can say that the graphical
user interface which is modeled with GraphiXML is multiplatform. This principle has to be generalized. According
to this analysis, the composition operators are not needed
into this process.
Conclusion on the support of the 7 dimensions of
UsiXML

In the part here above, the adaptation of user interfaces following each of the dimensions has been explored using
(de-)composition operators. Some dimensions do not require the use of (de-)composition operators whereas others
have interest to use them. The analysis is realized for each
dimension separately even if the 7 dimensions are complementary. Adaptations to criterion (dimension) can be done

Figure 13. A Multimodal CUI and FUI corresponding
to the “Choose a pizza” sub-task.
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to the detriment of the others. As a result, the adaptation
must be global i.e. the adaptation has to take into account
all the criteria simultaneously and not considered one by
one. To go deeper, it is possible to do an analogy with
McCall and his colleagues in 1977 [24] in software quality
domain, considering that compromises between quality criteria are necessary from an application domain to another
(for instance: efficiency is not always compatible with testability and portability). So we think that according to an
application domain with its characteristics (real time or not,
centralized or distributed, connectivity aspects, screen size,
characteristics of the users well known or not (application
for the general public), use frequency, …), compromises
have to be made between the seven dimensions for insuring
the best quality as possible of the final UI. More, research
questions are open concerning (1) the one by one or simultaneous consideration of these dimensions, (2) the order in
taking them into consideration.
CONCLUSION

On one hand, the article has presented operators which had
been developed initially to compose at design time and at
the CUI level. Afterwards, these operators have been used
to each abstraction level of user interfaces. Likewise, some
examples have shown that the operators could be used at
the runtime. These operators are a support to the user interface adaptation and their use was illustrated specifically
for each dimension; several research ways have been also
suggested. As another perspective to this work, we propose
an adaptation engine which takes into account several criteria simultaneously in order to perform this adaptation.
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